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Optimal switchmg problem for systems governed byabstract semilinear evolution 
equations is considered. The generator of semigroups is allowed todepend on the 
decision parameter and the nonlinear term in the evolution equation a d the 
integral in the index are allowed tobe unbounded. Under some mild conditions we 
prove that he value function of the optimal switching problem is the limit ofthe 
value functions f approximation problems, We also discuss the kite horizontal 
case and the problem of approximating continuous controls by witching. ‘( 1989 
Acadcmlc Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Switching problems ofdynamic systems were discussed by Dolcetta and 
Evans [S] for ODE systems, by Evans and Friedman [6], Lenhart and 
Belbas [S], and Lions [9] for stochastic ODE systems, andby the authors 
[ 11, 123 for abstract evolution systems ininfinite dimensions. The main 
contribution of [ll, 121 is that we proved the convergence of the value 
functions u;(x) of the approximating problems tothe value u”(x) of the 
original switching problem. The purpose ofthis paper is to generalize and 
improve the results of [Ill. It contains the following aspects: First, we
allow the generator of the semigroup to depend on the decision parameter. 
namely, weconsider a switching system of type 
; Y,(f) = A(4) y,(r) + g(y,(tL d,), o,<t<o,,,. (1.1) 
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This case is important because, aspointed out in [5], it contains the 
optimal stopping problem as a special case. On the other hand, it seems 
closely related todistributed parameter system problems with control in
the operators [ 11. This relation s still under investigation. Because of 
dependence of A on d, some difficulties in proving the convergence of value 
functions u;(x) of the approximating problems ( ee Section 5)arise. To
overcome it, we impose some additional conditions  g( y, d). Second, 
unlike in [ 11, 121, we allow g( y, d) to have a linear g owth in y and 
f( y, d), which appears inthe index (see Section 2), to have a polynomial 
growth in y. In the case of finite horizon (see Section 6), we can even let 
S be more general, which, inparticular, will cover the well-known quadratic 
index case. Intreating this case, wetruncate g and f in the approximating 
problems. It seems to us that one probably can also use the combination 
of our methods developed in[ 11, 121 with arguments ofIshii [7] to 
handle this unbounded value function case without truncating f and g. 
Finally, we give aresult which states that an optimal control problem can 
be approximated by a sequence ofoptimal switching problems insome 
sense. This probably will be helpful in studying the distributed parameter 
systems with control inthe operators [l]via optimal switching problems. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND THE SWITCHING PROBLEM 
Let us make the following assumptions which will be used throughout 
this paper : 
(AI) X is a Banach space which as the Radon-Nikodym property 
(cf. [4]) and there exist a function v : X + [O, co), and a constant K >0, 
such that 
i (XI Qv(x)<KlXI, XEX, 
Moreover, Dv(x) exists except a x = 0, and 
IDv(x)l d 4 x # 0. 
(AII) Let n = { 1, 2, . . m}. For any dEA, A(d) is an infinitesimal 
generator of some C,-semigroup e a(d)r onX. There xists a constant o 30, 
such that 
le A(dl$ Gewr I 7 ta0, de/l. 
Also, the set D = ndc ,, 9(,4(d)) is dense in X, and 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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(AID) The mappingsg:Xx/1+X,f:Xx/i+R, k:nxn+[O,cc) 
satisfy thefollowing. There xist constants L,,L, y, (T, q0 > 0 and 0 < 6 < 1, 
p0 > o such that 
Ig(x,d)-g(~,d)l~L,Ix-al, x, ,<EX, dE A, (2.3) 
where A,(J) =@(a)(~ -A(a))-‘, the Yosida’s approximation of ,4(J): 
If(x, d)-f(i, d)l dLIx-i16 (1 + IxJ’s [ZIi’). x,z?i-~X, de Y, (2.5 
Qd, d) 2 (T, if d#d; k(d, d)=O; 
k(d, 2, < k(d, ci) + k(ci, a), d#d#i?. 
(2.6 
Remark 2.1. (AI) is exactly the same as the assumptions  X in [ll]. 
From (AIII), we see that gcan have linear g owth and f can have (6 + y )th 
power growth. These are more general than the corresponding assumptions 
in [ 111. However, because w are discussing the case with afamily ofsemi- 
groups in this paper, (AII) and (2.4) are assumed. Itis clear that (2.4) 
implies 
Ax, 4 G L(1 + 1x1 L 
? 
XEX, d,dEA,O<q<v,. (2.7) 
A class offunctions g(x, d) satisfying (2.4) will be 
g(x, 4 = ; g,(x, d)-x,, 
,=I 
with g,: Xx A -+ R, Lipschitz n x and x, E D. 
Next, we define anadmissible control a to be a sequence ofswitching 
times 8, and control settings d,, 
where 
8, Eco, + 03 I, o=e,<e, a ~ . . . . e,+ &, 
d,EA, d,#d,-,, if e,< CO (i=O, 1,2, ..). 
For each de A, we define dd as 
dd= {a= {0,, di} I3 ,, admissible, do = d }. 
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For given x E X, de A, a E dd, the response of the system corresponding 
to control CIand initial state x is the unique continuous (mild) solution 
y,( .) =y,,,( .)of the abstract evolution Cauchy problem : 
f r.=(t) = A(4) y,(t) + dy,(th 4, e,<d<e,+,, 
(2.8) 
Y,(O + 0) =x, ue, + 0) =de, -0~~ i = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
Corresponding to each x E X, de /1, tx EJZJ’~, andthe associate response 
y,( .), we consider the index 
f(yx(z),d,-,)e-“‘dz+k(d ,-,, d,)epi.eg  1 (2.9) 
In the next section, we will prove that for 1> (w + L,)(6 + y), J,d(c1) is well 
defined. Finally, we define the value function 
Ud(X) 4,!$ J:(a), dEA, XEX, 
(2.10) 
u(x) B(u’(x), . .) urn(x)). 
Then, our optimal switching problem is 
PROBLEM (P). For each (x, d) E Xx /i, find a* $ a.: E.J$‘~, such that 
u”(x) = J<(a*). (2.11) 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we prove some preliminary results concerning thetrajec- 
tories of(2.8). We assume (AIIk(AII1) hold. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose XEX, a E zdd, and y,( .) is the solution f(2.8). 
Then 
(3.1) 
where L, = max,,, 1g(0, d)l. 
Proof: Let a= {ei, d,},.,,Edd. For te [e,, 0,+,], 
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By Gronwall’s emma, one has 
Iy,(t)l <e’““+“’ Iy,(O,)l +L, 1’ e”“tb)“-r’dT. 
0, 
Then, by induction, we can get 
I y,(t)1 < e”“lxl + L, Ji ecw+r~o)r dz. 
Thus, (3.1) follows. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For A > (o + L,)(6 + y). J:(a) is welf defined. 
Proof: By (2.5), one has 
V(Y, d)l< If64 d)l +~W4~(1+ 1~1’). 
Thus, our conclusion f llows from (3.1). 
From now on we assume A> (o + L,)(6 + y), 
(3.2) 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose y,( .) is the solution f(2.8) corresponding to XEX 
and a = (e,, d,},>,, E ~2’. Then, there exists anL, > 0, such that for all t2 0, 
ad, o<~G~~, 
Proof: For tE[tIt,O,+,], &A O<q<qO, 
+Ji, Ie 
A(d,)(t- T) 
,A@h _ z 
g(Yx(T), 4) dT 
? 
< eta”- 0,) 
e4ai _ z 
. Y.J@,) + L J’ eocrpr)( 1 + 1 y,(t)l) dT.
rl 0, 
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F,~e-~~l 
,A(ah _ z 
? 
Y,m . 
Then, from the above, we have 
I 
e,+ 1 
F r+lGFr+L e-“‘(l+Iy,(z)l)d7< ... 
6 
s 
&+1 
<F,+L epwr( 1 + I y,(z)]) dr.
0 
By Lemma 3.1, one has 
+Lj’e d--“e’“+h” 
0 
Ix1 +&) dz 
0 
<P (eAia~-zXl + Lte”‘+ L (1x1+&) emrteLO’. 
Thus, (3.3) holds with L2 = L( 1 + L,/(w + Lo)). 
Next lemma will play acrucial role in proving the convergence of value 
functions f approximating problem. Therefore, we refer tothis lemma as 
the approximating lemma. For the case A(d) =A, we have the similar 
result (cf. [ 111). Due to the dependence of A(d) on d, the proof becomes 
much more delicate. 
LEMMA 3.4 (approximating lemma). Let XEX, ?-ED, o!= {e,, d,},,o, 
oi= (4, z,,,, E szfd, such that 
di=;ii, i B 0, 
o&-ei<q, i>O(rlGrlo), 
and b,<e,,, whenever 6, < 6, + 1 (i 2 0). Suppose y( .) and j(. ) are the 
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solutions f (2.8) corresponding to (x, a) and (a, c? ), respectively. Then, there 
exists anL, > 0, such that 
Iy(t)-j(t)1 <e(w+Lo”lx-il 
+ r]i-(t) e(0+Lo”[2G(q, a) + L,( 1 + 1x1 + IZl)], a (3.4) 
nphere ip( t) = inf( i 1t d 4,) and 
G(q, i) = max sup 
deA O<r<v leA(d?-fl. 
Proof. Suppose8,<8,+,.Then8,<8,+,d8,+,.NowfortE[8,,8,+,], 
l.v(t)-P(tN G leA(dJ(r-Bl)( y((j) - jj(&)l 
+ ;,Ie f A(dd)(‘--r’k(y(Q, d,)- 8 3(T), 4111 dz 
<e ““-““Iy(8,)-j@,)l 
+ L, 1: ew(‘- ‘) IY(~)-.+(~N dr. 
6 
By Gronwall’s emma, 
I y(t)-j(t)1 ,ecw+Lg’(r~~I)Iy(~l)-~~(8,)l, 
for TV [e,,,, dl+ 1]. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, 
I Y(l) -P(t)1 
< le A(d,+l)(r~H,+l)y(el+l)-eA(d,)(r~e,+I)~(e,+,)~ 
+\’ le A(d,+lH-7’ g(A~)94+l)-e A(dg)(‘-r’g( j(z), d,)l dz 
Q,t I 
<e ~('-e~+~)ly(e,+,)-~(e,+l)l + l(eA(d~+I)(~-e~+l)-Z)p(81+,)I 
+ I(eA(do(‘+e’)-Z) j(e,+,)l 
+ L j’ ew(r-r’ (2+l.~(~)l+l.G(~)l)d~ 
et+ 1 
~e’~~~+L~“‘~~,‘~y(~,)-~~~,)~+e~~,+~[l(eA(di~~~(~~~,+~‘-~)~~ 
+ I(e A(d,)(~-e~+I)-z)~l]+2~~(1 +I~l)e(,+LU)eltI(f-e,+,) 
+2LeW('-el+l)(t-8,+,) 
+Lj’ ew(r-r)e(w+h’T 
et+ I 
1x1+ 121 +$) dr 
0 
4o!J/138/2-I1 
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+ 2L,(l+ )~~)e(0+Lo)‘+2LeW(‘-e~+l) 
[ 
( 2L1 + L IxI+ )?I +- o+L, > 1 eco+h)r (t-f?*+,) 
~e(“+LO)(t-~I)ly(el)-P(e,)l 
+ qe(0fLo”[2G(q, i) + L,(l + 1x1 + Ial)], 
where, L = 2L, + 2L + L(2L,/(w +L,)) =4L,. It is clear that he above is 
true for all TV [6,, d,,,]. Thus, note that i,(t)=i+ 1for TV [e,, 8,+r] we 
have, by induction, 
I y(t) - P(t)1 
<ecw+Lo)rlx-il + r&(t) e(“‘+LO)‘[2G(q, 2) + L,(l + 1x1 + Iii)]. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let x, i E X, c1 E@“, and y,( .) and yi( .) be solutions of 
(2.8) corresponding to (x, a) and (a, a), respectively. Then 
I y,(t)- y:(t)1 Gee(0+Lo)‘I~-2.(, t 2 0. (3.5) 
The proof is clear. 
4. PROPERTIES OF VALUE FUNCTIONS 
Suppose U(X) is the value function defined by(2.10). In this ection, we 
give some properties of u(x). Then, as in [ll], we give the optimality con- 
ditions of dynamic programming. Finally wedetermine an optimal control 
via the values function. 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a constant L,> 0, such that for any x, .2 EX
and d E A, 
bid(x)1 6 L,(l + Ix16+y) (4.1) 
IUd(X)-Ud(i)l < L,lx-zq6(1 + IxlY+ Ial’), (4.2) 
Prooj First, for any XEX, a= {~,,~,},.,EJzz’~, 
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for some absolute constant L, > 0. Now, take a= (8,, d,jtao E &“, such 
that 
e,=o, e,= +a, i>, 1, d,=d, i>O. 
Then, one has 
On the other hand, for any tl= {Orrd,},~oE&‘d, 
Hence, (4.1) follows. Now, for (4.2), take aE.czld, arbitrary, thenby (2.5), 
(3.1), and (3.5), 
V<(a) - JZ(a)I 
I 
% 
<L (ZC-~f~6eC’“+L0’6--i.lr 
0 
x 1 +eClw+w3+Y,-i17 
i K 
1x1 +A I+ I.? +-&-)y]}dT. 
o+Lo > ( 0 
Since the right-hand si e of the above is independent of a, our conclusion 
follows easily. 
This lemma gives local Holder continuity (and local boundedness) of the 
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value function. It isdifferent fromLemma 3.1 of [ 111 because w only have 
(2.3) and (2.5) now. As a consequence of the above lemma, let us consider 
the following: suppose CI= { Bi, d,)i>o E &“, such that 
1 k(d,-,,di)e-“8’>2L,(1 + Ix16+y). 
i> 1 
Then, by (4.1) and (4.3), one has 
J$(a)> 1 k(di-,, d )e-“‘f-LJl+ JxIs+y)>L4(1 + Ix~“+~)>u~(x). 
r,l 
That means this CI cannot be an optimal control. Nowlet us define for each 
(x, d)EXXA, 
df= UEdd 1 i 1 k(di~,,dj)e-“e’~2L,(1 + 1X1’+’ I,1 )I. 
Then, the above analysis g ves us 
Us= ind J:(a). 
l2E.d~ 
(4.4) 
Now, we state the optimality conditions f dynamic programming and 
determine an optimal control via the value function. Since in the proofs, 
only the local Holder continuity of the value function is used, the proofs 
given in [S] can be carried out and thus we do not give the proofs here. 
LEMMA 4.2. For each de A, x E X, 
ud(x) 6 rnn; (u”(x) + k(d, d)) PMd[u](x) (4.5) 
ud(x)<~~f(yl(t), d) e-“‘dr + ud(yx(t)) e-“’ (4.6) 
for all t 20, where, &,(x)lds = 44 Y,(S) + g(yJs), 4 0 < s < t, 
y,(O) = x. If urthermore, for some x0 E X, a strict inequality holds in (4.6), 
then there exists a to= t,,>O, such that 
~~(-4 = s d f(yx,(t), 4 e-“’ dz + Ud(yx,,(t)) e-“,
t E [O, t,]. (4.7) 
Then, as in [S, 111, we define a*= {OT, dT}i2,E&d as 
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e,*=o, d,*=d, 
OF = 
’ i 
inf{ t3 e,*_ 1I udLl(y,(t)) = M4’I[ul(yr(t))} 
+a, if the above set is empty (4.8) 
min{dE/i\{d,*,}, M4’l[u](y,(B,*)) 
d,* = = ad( y,(O,* 1) + hd,‘- ,, 4 >, if 0:< CXI, 
d,* ,, if 0,?=co. 
We have the following: 
THEOREM 4.3. The control tl* Edd and is an optimal control. 
5. APPROXIMATING PROBLEMS AND VISCOSITY SOLUTIONS 
Throughout this ection, we assume (AI) -(AIII) hold. Also, without 
loss of generality (cf. [lo]), wecan assume that he p0 > o given in (AIII) 
satisfies, or some w0 > o, that (w,, + L,)(6 + y) < 1, and 
In what follows, e only consider p 3 pO. We define 
Then, set 
One has 
A,(d, x) = A,(d) Q‘(x) 
g”(x, 4 = G“(g(x, 4)
f’(x, 4 = GYf(Wx), d))). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any x, 2 E X, d E A, 
IA,(d x)l dIA,(d)I minh I-4) 
IA,(d, x) - A,(4 iG)I < 2IA,(d)l Ix- 4 
I gp(x, 41<mink, Ig(x, 41) 
)g~(x,d)-gr(~,d)l~2Lolx-~l 
Ifp(x, d)l <mink Ifk 4 1 
IfP(x, d)-fP(f, d)( <4LIx-fl”[l +min(p, I~l)~+rnin(p, laj)y]. 
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The proof is straightforward. 
Now let us consider 
f Y:(t) = A,(43 Y:(r)) + g”(Y:(th 49 ei<t<e,,, 
(5.2) 
Y:(o) = x3 Yixe, + 0) = Yc(e, - 013 i> 1, 
Jfd(a)= 1
[ 
j”’ f”(y~(~),d,~,)e-“‘dz+k(d,_,,d,)e-”B’ 1 . (5.3) I>1 6+1 
Then, we define 
u;(x)= inf JFd(~) 
.c.d 
u,(x) = (u:(x), . . qx)). 
(5.4) 
The approximating problem is 
PROBLEM (P,). For each xE X, d E /i, find a* E dd, such that 
Jcd(a*) = u;(x). 
A main theorem of this ection is the following. 
THEOREM 5.2. For each x E X, d E A, 
lim u:(x) = Us. 
v-c= 
Before proving this theorem, let us make some observations on the 
approximating problem. First of all, by Proposition 5.1 and the definition 
of gp(x, d)and fp(x, d), we see that (2.3) holds for gp with L, replaced by 
2L,, (2.5) holds forfp with L replaced by 4L and (2.7) holds for A,(d) and 
gfl(x, d) with L unchanged. We should notice that all these constants are
independent of p. Thus, if we consider the system 
$ z”,(t) = A,(4) z”,(t) + g”(z:(f)v 41, eictcez+l, 
(5.5) 
z:(o) = 4 zge, + 0) = z:(ei - 01, ia 1, 
then we have the same results as in Section 3 for z”,( .)with some change 
of constants which are independent of p. Without loss of generality, we 
assume that he constants L, and L3 appeared in(3.3) and (3.4) are also 
suitable forthe similar estimates of trajectories f (5.5). On the other hand, 
we have 
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LEMMA 5.3. Suppose xE X, c1 Esd”, and y:(. )is the solution of (5.2) with 
p> L, z maxden Ig(0, d)l. Then 
Iv”,(t)1 <e(wO+LO)’ Ix1 +. t;, 
[ 1 , t > 0. (5.6) 0 0 
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, we see that he solution y”,(t) of(5.2) 
globally exists and is continuous forgiven LX = {0,, d,} Edd. We set 
O$h(t)=j~min(&, l)d?$t. 
Then, for any de A, the operators eph(“AJd) andeh’r’A@(d’ are well defined 
and C’ in t. Now, for E [B,, 8,+ ,I, 
$ y:(t) = A,,(d,, y:(t)) + g”(y:(O~ 4)
= h’(t) A,(4) y!i(t) + g”( y”,(t)> 4). 
Thus, one has 
(e- h(t’A Cd) PL , yr(t))’ = e-h(WJdJ g”( y”,(t), 4). 
Integrate thabove from 8, to t: 
e-W)4d4’y~(t) _ ,-WJ.+dJy~(~,) 
I 
= e s 
-h(r’A,(d8’g”( y:(r),d ) dz. 
0, 
Then, by (5.1) and Proposition 5.1, 
1 y:(t)] < lea~(d~)(h(“-h(e~))y~(~,)l 
4fdtWdf) - ‘Wgb’( y;(7 ), d,)l d7 
<ewo(‘pe”Iy$(B,)I +ji,e“““~eJ’(L1+Lo~y~(7)~)dt. 
By Gronwall’s inequality, 
I y:(t)1 < eoocrme~) 1 y$(fJ,)l + L,Ii, e’“‘“+Lo)(cm ‘  dr. 
Then, by induction we get he conclusion. 
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COROLLARY 5.4. For any T > 0 and x E X, there xists a p( T, x) > 0, 
such that for all aE &, ,a > p( T, x), 
y”,(t) = z”,(t), tE CO, Tl, 
where, yz(-) and z!J .) are the solutions f (5.2) and (5.5) corresponding to 
a, respectively. 
Proof: Take 
,u(T,x)=L,+ef”‘o+b)T 
[ 
~xl+~ t;L]. 
0 0 
Then the conclusion f llows from Lemma 5.3 and the uniqueness of the 
solutions f (5.5). 
By Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.3, we have the following. 
LEMMA 5.5. For any XE X, dEA, and aE&‘, ~~rnmax(~~, L,), 
,~~~~~~,If”(~:(~),d,-,)le-“‘d~~L,(l+/xld+~) (5.7) 
I@,I <L(l+ 14d+y), (5.8) 
where L4 > 0 is some absolute constant. 
The proof is the same as that of Lemma 4.1. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that he constant L4 is suitable forboth Lemmas 4.1 and 5.5. 
Then similar to (4.4), we have 
u;(x)= inf Jcd(a). 
aedf 
(5.9) 
Also, we have the following. 
LEMMA 5.6. There exists a constant L,> 0, such that for any XE X, 
aEd’, and T>O, ~~max(~o, L,): 
Q&(1 + IXI"+Y)e~C"-'WO+L0"6+Y)lT 
1 Se’ If(yx(~), di- )I e-“‘& 
121.(T) 81-I 
<&(I+ 1x16+Y)e-EL-(W+LO)(d+Y)1T 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
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The proof is clear f om (4.3). 
LEMMA 5.7. For each x E X, T > 0, 
lim z{(t)=y,(t) 
A, -r 
uniformlv in(t, a) E [0, T] x zd$. 
ProoJ: First for n2 1, we define 
Jf= a= (d,, d ),ao 
i 
ECddl B,=$,forsomej>O. i=O, 1,2 ,... . 
I 
Then, for given xE A’ and T> 0, we have that c1= { 8,) d,}, a 0E &$ implies 
I.( 7-1 
2L,(l + Ix~‘+~)> c k(d,-,, d )e-~““> 1 k(d,+,, d )e-‘“I 
rtl r=, 
2 ae-2Ti,( T). 
Thus, 
Now,_ for any LX={~,,~,),~,ES~$, we have a unique ai,roi,(a)= 
IO,, 4bo E.&$ such that 
J,=d,, 0 < e, -0, < l/2”, i Z 0, i,(T)Zb,(T). 
It is clear that in this case, wehave that 8, <6, +I implies 6,<8, +r. Now, 
let .C.ED and let y,( .), y,,.J )be the solutions f (2.8) corresponding to 
(x, c1), (a, oi,), respectively, and zc( .), z;,,( .)be the solutions f (5.5) 
corresponding to (x, a), (,i-, oi ), respectively. Then,by the approximating 
lemma (Lemma 3.4) and (5.12), fort E [0, T], 
<e(‘“+LO’T lx-z-) +-$?(I + (.Yy16+y) 
{ 
xe”‘[2G(~,i)+L,(l+l,~,+,~,)l} (5.13) 
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[z<(t) -z;,,(t)1 d e’““+Lo’T 
i 
lx-f( +$$(l+ (x16”) 
.,~~[26(~,a)+L,(l+lxl+l~l)]}, (5.14) 
where 
G(rf, i)= sup max sup 
/Lap0 dsA o<r<q 
It is clear that for ZE D, G(1/2”, .?) and G( l/2”, a)are bounded for any 
n 2 1. Also, for fixed n >, 1. By the arguments u ed in [ 111, we can show 
that 
lim zZ,At) = ~,,.dt) Il’rn 
uniformly in (t, CI) E [0, T] x ZJ’~. Then, combining (5.13) and (5.14), using 
a standard E - 6 argument, we can get our conclusion. 
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 5.2. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let x E X, d E A be given. For any E > 0, by 
Lemma 5.6, there exists a T> 0, such that 
for all aE dd and p > max(p,, L ). Then, by Corollary 5.4and Lemma 5.7, 
lim I”, = y,(f) P-m 
uniformly in (t, ~1) E [0, T] x &t. Thus, for plarge, 
I.edb) - J:(@)l 
6 T4LIy~(7)-~.x(7)lS[1 + Iy37)l”+ Iy.y(7)lyl ec”dz+E. 5 0 
Hence, 
lim lJed(cr) - J:(a)1 = 0
PC--t= 
uniformly in CI E~4:. Then, our conclusion f llows from (4.4) and (5.9). 
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Now, exactly the same as in [ll], we can define the viscosity solutions 
of the following system of Hamilton-Jacobi equations corresponding to 
Problem ( PV) :
max{lu$x) - (DzQx), A,(d x) + gl‘(x, d)) 
-f”(x, d), ulf(x)- M”[u,](x)} =o (5.15) 
x E x, de A. 
By Proposition 5.1, the same as in [ 111, we can prove the following. 
THEOREM 5.8. The value function u,(x) of Problem (P,) is the unique 
viscosity solution of (5.15). 
As in [ 1 I], Problem (P) is then solved theoretically via Theorems 5.8, 
5.2, and 4.3. 
6. FINITE HORIZONTAL CASE 
In this section, we briefly discuss the finite horizontal counterpart of the 
results di cussed in previous sections. To this end, as in [ 121, we define, for
SE [0, T], an admissible control c1’= {O:, dij,,,, as 
either 0:= T for some i or lim,, I 0: = T: 
df~A= {1,2, . . ml, (i20) 
d:, , #d:, if 0:+,<T (i20) 
Then, for each dE A, s E [0, T), we set 
ddJ= {CC’= {0:, d:j,,,, ( ~‘admissible, d;=d) 
The response to acontrol c(= (e,, d, 1[a 0E s$‘~’ isthe (mild) solution of the 
system 
$ evx,s(t) = 44) v,,,(t) + g  y,.,(t), t, 4h c-e,+, 
(6.1) 
Y,.,(J) = 4 4’r,stBi + O) = Y.x,s18, - O), i> 0. 
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The cost functional is 
J:‘JW = c 
[ 
1;; f(Yx,,( 1 5 3 or dt-1) dT+k(di-,, di, et) +k(yx,s(T)). (6.2) 
121 s I I 
Then, our (finite horizontal) optimal switching problem is 
PROBLEM (P). For each (x, s, d) EXX [0, T] x ,4, find a* ES@~ such 
that 
Ud(X, s)ief,$ J:,s(a) = J$,,(a*). 
As in [12], we denote 
u(x, s) = (u’(x, s), .. dyx, s)). 
(6.3) 
It is called the value function of Problem (P). Concerning the assumptions, 
we assume (AI) and (AII) hold, and instead of(AIII), we assume 
(AIII’). The mappings :Xx [0, T] x/i +X, f: Xx [0, T] x A + R, 
k : ,4 x/1 x[0, 7’1 + [0, cc), h: X -+ R satisfy : g,f, h, are continuous and 
there xist constants Lo, L, y, o, qo>O, p. >o, and a nondecreasing 
function a( .): [O, cc) + [0, co) with a(O) =0, such that 
lg(x,t,d)-g(~,t,d)l~LoIx-aI, x, ZEX, (t, d)E [O, T] x/l; (6.4) 
gb, t, 4 GUI+ Ixl), (x, t)EXx [O, T], d, &I, 
? 
O<rlG?o, P2POi 
If(x, t,d)-f(~-,t,d)l~a(lx-~-I), x,Z-EX, (t d)E[O,T]xA; 
I@) - W)l d a(lx -21), x, 2EX; 
k(d, 2, t) dk(4 k s), O<s<t<T, d&A, 
k(d, 2, t) >(7, if d#$ te [0, T], 
k(d, d, t) =0, (4 tJE.4 x CO, T], 
k(d, ;I t) <k(d, 2, t) +k(d c?, t), tE CO, T], d#c?#a 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7 
(6.8 
Unlike (2.5), we do not assume the growth condition on f, since we are 
in the finite horizontal c se. On the other hand, as in [12], we need kto 
be nonincreasing in t to get he continuity of u(x, S) in s. 
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Next, as in Section 5,we are going to consider the approximating 
problems. To this end, we let 
A,(d, x) = A,(d) Gp(x) 
j-9, t, d)= Wf(x, L d)) 
h”(x) = G’(h(x)). 
We should note that in the proof of the uniqueness of viscosity solutions 
of approximating problems in[ 123, only the uniform continuity offwas 
used. Then, we can definefp as above. However, inthat proof, weneed the 
Lipschitz continuous f gin t. Hence, we have to choose g”(x, t, d) having 
the properties 
JiFo &, f, d) = gb, t, d) 
uniformly in any compact sets of Xx [0, 7’1 xA, and 
for all x, 3 E X, t, io [0, TJ, d E A, where i, is an absolute constant and 
i(p) can depend on CL. By (6.4) and the continuity of g it is clear that such 
a sequence ofg” exists. Then, we can pose asequence ofapproximating 
problems (P,) using A,(d, x), f”(x, t, d), gp(x, t,d), and h&(x). By 
combining the proofs ofprevious sections a dthose in [ 121, we can prove 
that u$(x, s) -+ u~(x, s) for all (x, s) E Xx [0, T], where u$(x, s) is the value 
function fthe approximating problem. Then, similar to[12], we can 
introduce the notion of viscosity solutions f the system of Hamilton- 
Jacobi equations corresponding to Problem (P,) :
min{u:‘(x, t) + (Dtf’(x, t), A&d, x) + g”(x, t, d)) +f”(x, t, d), 
MQl](X, t) - d(X, 2,) = 0 (x, t)eXx co, T) (6.91 
d(X, T) = P(x), XEX, de/l. 
Next, by the techniques w  used in [12], one can show that u,(x, s) is the 
unique viscosity solution of (6.9). Also, u(x, s) is continuous. Thus by [ 121, 
an optimal control can be constructed through U(X, s) and the Problem (P) 
is solved. 
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7. APPROXIMATE CONTROL PROBLEMS BY SWITCHING PROBLEMS 
In this ection, we consider the following system 
with cost functional 
(7.1) 
J,(w) = finf(Y,(~), w(r)  e-“’ & (7.2) 
0 
where w(-)E%“- (w: [0, co) + W, measurable}, and W is a compact 
subset ofsome metric space. The optimal control problem is the following. 
PROBLEM (C). For each xE X, find w* E W, such that 
v(x)z Wi;L,SJ,(w)=JX(w*). 
Now, we want to approximate this problem by a sequence ofswitching 
problems. To this end, for each integer m >0, take 6, > 0, and ,4, c W, 
such that 
(7.3) 
where, B(d, 6,) P { w E WI p(d, w) GS,}, pis the metric ofW. Also, we let 
A,cA,cA,c ... 
l/i,1 z the number of elements in A, < cc 
lim S, =O. 
m-+co 
(7.4) 
Since W is compact, (7.3) and (7.4) are possible. Next, for fixed m > 0, we 
consider the switching problem 
; y,(t) = AL(f) +kAYAt), w (t)) 
vx(O) = 4
(7.5) 
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where, w,(t) =Cf’L d,~~~,,~,+,,(t), and a = {0,, dr}raO~ J@‘,“‘, d,dE A,,,. 
and zzZd*m is defined inan obvious way. The cost index is 
(7.6) 
where, k,(d, d) = 0, and k,(d, 2) = k,, if d# 2. Also k, -+ 0 as m + $_. 
Hence, the optimal switching problem can be stated asfollows. 
PROBLEM (P,). For each (x, d)EXx A,,,, find c~;E&‘~“‘, such that 
u:(x) = inf J$,,(cc) = Ji..(c(z). (7.7) 
xe.d”m 
We assume that (AIb(AIII) hold. Then Problem (P,) can be solved for 
each m > 0. Now, we prove the following. 
THEOREM 7.1. For each x E X and de A,,,,,, 
lim u:(x) = u(x). 
m * % 
Proof For any m am,, (so that dE/i,,,) and any ME&~,“‘, w (.)E P . 
Thus, 
u(x) QJi&). 
This implies 
Hence, 
On the other hand, for any n 2 m, fixed and CI EL&” c ~4’“’ with m 3 n, 
we have 
Since k, --f 0, one has 
cl(x) < Ji&). 
lim u;(x) QJ,(M’,). 
m-r 
By 6, + 0 and (7.3) it is not hard to prove that 
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Thus, 
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and we complete he proof. 
As a consequence of this theorem, wehave 
COROLLARY 7.2. Suppose LX: Eddm satisfies (7.7). Then, w,;( .) EW is a 
minimizing sequence ofProblem (C). 
Remark 7.3. For finite horizontal optimal control problems, we can do 
the similar thing by using the results of Section 6.We omit he details here. 
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